Position shifts and volume changes of pelvic and para-aortic nodes during IMRT for patients with cervical cancer.
To evaluate volume changes and position shifts and their contribution to treatment margins of pelvic and para-aortic lymph nodes during Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) for advanced cervical cancer. Seventeen patients with visible nodes on MR images underwent T2-weighted MR scans before and weekly during the course of IMRT. Thirty-nine pelvic and para-aortic nodes were delineated on all scans. Margins accommodating for volume and position changes were taken from the boundaries of the nodal volumes in the six main directions. Nodal volume regression from the pre-treatment situation to week 4 was 58% on average (range: 11.7% increase to 100% decrease). Nodal volumes partly increased between the pre-treatment scans and the scans in weeks 1-3, but in week 4 all nodes except one had regressed. Around the nodal volumes manually derived ITV margins accounting for volume changes and position shifts of 7.0, 4.0, 7.0, 8.0, 7.0 and 9.0mm to the medial, lateral, anterior, posterior, superior and inferior directions were needed to cover 95% of all nodes. We used weekly MR scans to derive inhomogeneous margins that accommodate for nodal volume and position changes during treatment. These margins should be taken into consideration when planning external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) boosts, especially for highly conformal boosting techniques.